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WHAT IS 

EXIT
?

Take the rose-tinted glasses off and put on VR headsets. 
VR is now: Live Escape Games reached a new dimension - 
VIRTUAL REALITY.

We combine the principles of Live Escape Games and  
Virtual Reality to a, so far unique, digital experience -  
A VR Live Adventure. Dive into fantastic worlds as a team 
and get to know the future of digital entertainment. Thanks  
to state-of-the-art VR equipment, location-based entertainment 
now reached a new level. 

THE GAME IS VIRTUAL, THE TIME-LIMIT IS REAL.
HUXLEY IS THE TICKING VR-ADVENTURE!

FORGET ANYTHING YOU  
HAVE EXPERIENCED SO FAR.
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FEATURES

MULTIPLAYER

LOW 
MAINTENANCE 

COSTS 

FOR AGES 12 
AND OVER

44 MINUTES 
OF PLAYTIME

FREE  
MOVEMENT

WIRELESS
VR HARDWARE

COMMUNICATE
AS A TEAM

CHALLENGING 
PUZZLES
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We offer you access to the entertainment of the future.  
Become our exclusive partner for your city! Start your business 
with the award-winning games “HUXLEY” and “HUXLEY 2”.  
Besides the blockbuster games, we do offer a Mini Game  
Compilation to expand the stay of your costumers. 

As a partner, you get territorial protection for your site, as well as  
constant support and updates for the games. Additionally, you  
become part of a strong brand. We believe in our mutual success.  
Therefore, we offer you the choice between pay per use and fixed 
rate models.

BECOME A PARTNER NOW!

THE 
OFFER



THE 
GAMES
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Save the Future.
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3007 AD: The world, as you know it, is gone. Mankind 
was  replaced by machines. What was once green, is now 
 destroyed. You are the last remaining survivors, with one 
mission: to help HUXLEY. With your first step into the virtual 
reality, you have 44 minutes to reverse the  apocalypse. 
Everything you need to succeed can be found within your 
team: Adrenaline, a fighting spirit and a desire to win.  

Do you have what it takes to save the world?
Well, what are you waiting for? The clock is ticking!

THE IMPOSSIBLE HAPPENED ... 

HUXLEY
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Journey to the center 
of the energy.

A journey through time to a place that will turn you into a 
discoverer? Then unveil the secret behind the legend of  
Huxley – the source of infinite energy is awaiting you.  

Gather your best friends and experience the virtual reality of 
the 19th century.  Meet companions such as the professor, 
the creator of the energy source, as well as nasty opponents 
who will do anything in their power to deflect you from your 
course. So,  arm yourself with ingenious inventions and 
find the hidden life’s work.

ARE YOU READY for the  
adventure of a lifetime?
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REQUIREMENTS 
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4 PLAYERS|30 m2 (323 SQFT)

1 GAMEMASTER 5 m2 (54 SQFT)

These are the minimal dimensions needed for the VR walls,  
ideally the size of your physical rooms allows for a small extra margin.

35 m2 (377 SQFT)

min. 3m (10 ft)

min. 5m (17 ft)

m
in

. 2
,5

m
(9

ft
)
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2x  230 V SCHUKO

VENTILATOR  (optional)

LIGHTHOUSE  

WIRELESS TRANsCEIVER 
(connected to player PC)

SHELF 
for gaming computers

CAMERA

TECHNICAL 
SETUP FOR 
ONE ROOM 

Shelf + Charger

minimum Room size
3m (10 ft) x 5m (17 ft)
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HTC VIVE PRO

VIVE CONTROLLER

HARDWARE-REQUIREMENTS
HTC VIVE WIRELESS 

ADAPTER 

+ GAMING PC

lighthouses
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VR Headset with integrated microphone

Manufacturer | Model - HTC VIVE

110 degrees field of view

SteamVR Tracking – enables 
360 degree free movement

Resolution of 2880 x 1600 pixels

Refresh rate 90 hz

Hardware costs per player incl. gamemaster equipment ca. 3.900€ 
Costs for 4 players = ca. 20.000€

Complete hardware list upon request.

Two handheld controllers 

SteamVR-Tracking, Trackpad

Noise Canceling function

360 degrees movement tracking

Wireless synchronization
HTC VIVE PRO

VIVE CONTROLLER

HEADPHONES

VIVE BASE STATIONs 2.0

Enables free movement without 
cables or backpacks

60 Ghz data transmission

2,5 hr battery life

Intel Core i7- ‐9700K 
16 GB RAM 
Nvidia RTX 2080 
250 GB SSD Harddrive

Computer (same as Player PC)

2 Monitors

HTC VIVE WIRELESS

PLAYER PC

gamemaster-Equipment
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4-Steps-TIMELINE 6-8
weeks

PARTNERSHIP 
AGREEMENT 

HARDWARE
INSTALLATION

LOCATION 
scouting1 2 4

HARDWARE

ORDERING+ 

location 

preparation3
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AWARD

winner 2018
ANIMAGO AWARDS  
bEST VR/AR/360° GAME

MEDIA 
& Awards

winner 2018
Deutscher computerspielpreis 
BEST iNNoVATION

winner 2017
VR NOW con  
vr entertainment award
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FORBES
The race is on to become the movie theater of the future.

Over 25 locations HUXLEY VR is about to rule the world and owns the 
third place of Location Based Virtual Reality venues (LBVR) ranking of the 
Forbes magazine.

THE PRESS ABOUT US...
online article  
from 09/18/2018

WEBLINK:
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ROOM ESCAPE ARTIST  
„Huxley was a virtual escape room done right: it limited the impact  
of the weaknesses of VR, while creating gameplay that wouldn’t be  
possible in the physical world. It was a great escape game.“

GIGA GAMES 
“HUXLEY VR does not only achieve to show the potential of virtual reality 
adventures, but they set a further milestone in the use of this new and 
fascinating technology. The return to reality was the only let-down.”

PRO 7 GAMES 
„Motion sickness was the only fear I had, but I had no  
issues whatsoever. Even if you play for 44 minutes.“

Escape Game Blog I online  
report from 30/09/17

online | report 
from 30/05/2017

video | online magazine | 
report from 20/07/2017

WEBLINK:

WEBLINK:

WEBLINK:
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“HUXLEY VR has build a new  
  era of live escape games  
  (...)”

“A fantastic experience (...),  
  even with high expectations,  
  a truly positive surprise.”

“awesome in 3d!  
  Comes highly recommended.”  

“The illusions are off the hook! 
  (...) You need to play this, now.”  

TripAdvisor  |   * * * * *  

TripAdvisor  |   * * * * *  

TripAdvisor  |   * * * * *  

TripAdvisor  |   * * * * *  
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“A 100% success.  
  A great experience 
  and among my personal  
  highlights!”

“Unique,  
  a must-do  
  when in Berlin!”  

“Plain genius”

Google  |   * * * * *  

TripAdvisor  |   * * * * *  

 Facebook  |   * * * * *  
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Want to be partners?
feel free to let us know!

LIVE ADVENTURE

 

EXIT ADVENTURES GmbH
Klosterstraße 62
10179 Berlin 

Huxley VR ® is a registered trademark of:
 

license@exit-vr.de
+49 151 222 673 72

www.exit-vr.de/en




